Local Lunch Restaurants

1. Slice – Pizza
2. Poke Bowl – Sushi Bowls
3. Subway – Subs
4. Dua – Vietnamese (Vietnamese)
5. Reuben’s Deli – Sandwiches
6. Blossom Tree – Korean
7. Moe’s Southwest Grill
8. Ali Baba – Mediterranean
9. Rosa’s – Pizza
10. Naan Stop – Indian
11. Amaar Indian Cuisine – Indian
12. Brick Stone Café – Italian
13. Landmark Diner – American
14. Jersey Mike’s – Subs
15. Taqueria on Broad – Mexican
16. Jimmy John’s – Subs
17. Luke’s – Fruit/veggies and salads (to-go)
18. Buenos Dias Café – Tacos and El Salvadorian
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